ITIL 4
Accelerate your journey to service excellence
ITIL 4 presents a framework of proven practices that will help you accelerate your
journey to IT maturity by short cutting the cycles of learning that others have gone
through to identify the most effective ways of working. Hornbill supports ITIL 4 practices,
helping you quickly embed these practices into the way your IT organization works.

General Management
Practices

Service Management
Practices

Technical Management
Practices

Measurement and reporting

Service catalog management

Deployment management

Risk management

Service design

Software development and mgmt

Information security management

Service level management

Knowledge management

Service desk

Project management

Incident management

Supplier management

Service request management
Problem management
Release management
Change enablement
Service configuration management
IT asset management

“Flexible and adaptable software for the ITIL Service Desk.”

Benefits to you?
Department director benefits

Ceo/cio benefits
Mature service operations

Rapid improvement

Managed for value, cost, and risk

Avoid common pitfalls

Accelerated productivity gains

Map ITIL guidelines to specific pain-points

Service manager benefits

Service desk manager benefits

Manageability

Call volumes and times

Risks

First time fixes

Customer satisfaction

Waste

Service downtime

Value creation

All I can say is…this is brilliant!”

Use ITIL to fast-track
new capabilities
Ready-to-use ITIL processes
Hornbill ships with 100s of process flows to guide ITIL practices—all of which can be
quickly adapted to your specific/changing requirement using drag-and-drop design.

ITIL process integration
As one app, built on a single data model and common UI, ITIL processes flow seamlessly
between team—driven by the same set of underlying CMDB data. It couldn’t be simpler.

Innovative approach to ITIL
Hornbill focuses on simple, frictionless productivity, harnessing new UI mechanisms (like
Kanban boards) that make it easy to adopt and adapt ITIL practices.

“Hornbill Service Manager has definitively helped us to increase
our efficiency and has eased our compliancy with ITIL framework.”

Why Hornbill?

Holistic ITIL

Hornbill promotes
collaboration and
data sharing between
teams to build strong
ITIL capabilities.

User-friendly tools

Codeless
flexibility

A simple, frictionless
approach drives
rapid adoption of ITIL
processes for quick
gains..

Collaboration

Quick adaptability
makes agile service
management possible:
adapt and test new
work practices to find
what works for you.

Open collaboration
between teams helps
drive a cooperative
approach to ways of
working.

With Hornbill Kanban boards driving our Virtual CAB, we can
make 90% of changes before the meeting, saving us 80
days per year.”

Drive a rapid boost in maturity
ITIL 4 practice guidelines, combined with the right technology make it easy to
propel your ITSM to a new level.
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Start with your most
immediate pain points

Pick the capabilities that will solve
your priority business challenges.
enterprise-wide ESM program.
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Fast-track capabilities

Hornbill ships with prepackaged content (workflows,
forms, connectors) to get you
up-and-running with a new
capability in record time.

Build on your success

Use the momentum you’ve built and extra capacity
you’ve created to continue to step up the maturity
ladder to world class service management.

The whole thing flows and works together, so your ITSM becomes
simpler and far more effective.”

“Great customer focus.”

